
 

 

Open Race Regulation 
 
1. A.S. Premana organizes on Sunday August 6

th
, 2017 the mountain running competition “GIIR DI 

MONT”, 32 kilometers long, included into FIDAL calendar with international participation . The race 
will take place concomitantly with the World Mountain Running Long Distance Championships 2017.  
 
2. The race is open to male and female athletes, into compliance with the federal card system 
regulation (FIDAL through Runcard Club) or with the rules of the reference foreign federation, for the 
Under Category (1997-1995), Senior and Master.  
 
For athletes without a Federation Card there will be the possibility, when enrolling, to subscribe the 
RUNCARD, a personal insurance card available at an additional price of 8 Euros. The Fiscal Code 
Number and a valid medical athletics certificate will be required.  
 
3. Meeting point is in the church square in Premana at 6.45 AM.  
4. Race Start will take place (at regulatory distance) after the Start of the World Long Distance 
Championships, scheduled for 8 AM on Sunday August 6

th, 
2017.  

5. Entry Fee which includes: assistance and refreshment points along the course, transponder chip for 

timing,  showers and massages at the Finish, final buffet and race pack: 

Athletes with FIDAL RUNCARD or foreign federation card: 

€ 40,00 - from 15.03.2017 to 30.04.2017 

€ 50,00 - from 01.05.2017 to 30.06.2017 

€ 60,00 - from 01.07.2017 to 24.07.2017 

 

Enrolment including new RUNCARD: 

€ 48,00 - from 15.03.2017 to 30.04.2017 

€ 58,00 - from 01.05.2017 to 30.06.2017 

€ 68,00 - from 01.07.2017 to 24.07.2017 

 
Enrolments will be closed when the limit number of 1000 athletes is reached. 
 
The sum to be paid will be determined by the date the payment is carried out. 
 
The enrolment can be made by online registration in the dedicated section of the websites www.tds-
live.com or www.enternow.it, or filling in the Entry Form available in the official leaflet of the race and in 
the dedicated section of the website  www.giirdimont.it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Payment of the Entry fee: 
 

• wire transfer as follows: beneficiary A.S. Premana, Bank: Banca della Valsassina Sede di Premana 
IBAN N.: IT51 X085 1551 7100 0000 0004 326, BIC (Swift – only for payment from abroad): 
ICRAITRREB0 , Reason for payment: “Enrolment GIIR DI MONT, athlete name and surname” 

• online payment in Euro currency with credit card (Visa or Mastercard). 
 

The enrolment is confirmed only after the receipt of the requested documents and a payment receipt of 
the entry fee. 
 
Registrations must be received within Monday July 24

th
, 8.00 PM.  

 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ENTRY IS NOT VALID IF ANY OF THE MENTIONED DOCUMENTS IS 
MISSING. 
 
 
Enrolment name exchange between athletes is possible (within 31.07.17) by writing an e-mail to 
giirdimont@tds-live.com, specifying the name of both athletes and copying both athletes in the e-mail. 
The exchange costs 15 Euros and a bank transfer receipt must be sent together with the e-mail.  
 
6. Men and Ladies results will be published. Additionally to the finishing time, partial times will be taken 
at following checkpoints: Chiarino, Vegessa, Bocchetta Larecc, Rasga, Deleguaggio. The best partial 
time at each point will receive a prize which will be made known in the days preceding the race. The 
prize will be assigned only if Finish is reached. 
 
7. Two time gates are located along the course: Alpe Vegessa (Km 9): 2h20’ and Alpe Premaniga (Km 
23): 5h00. Competitors who don’t cross these points within mentioned time, will be obliged to leave the 
race. Competitors who decide to withdraw from the competition, must inform one of the Race-Officials 
along the course. 
 
8. Competitors must carry a wind and waterproof jacket (k-way) at the Start. A 3-minute-penalty will be 
applied to those found without one, all along the course. 
 
9. In case of bad weather conditions, the race may take place following an alternative reserve track 
(prize money will be consequently halved), or it may be called off.  
 
10. The race will go through paths and mule-tracks, marked with arrows, tape and flags. 
 
11. Considering the track peculiarities (demanding paths) it is recommended to use special and suitable 
shoes and clothes. 
 
12. All checkpoints along the course must be crossed; if any of them is missed, the competitor will be 
disqualified. 
 
13. The timing and data processing will be carried out by TDS Timing Data Service. Each competitor 
will receive a chip transponder for time recording. Athletes who don’t return the chip after the race will 
be charged with a penalty of 25,00 Euros. 
 
14. At each refreshment point, placed in each Alpeggio and harder points, beverage and energy-giving 
food will be available. It is strictly forbidden to leave waste all long the race track, far from refreshment 
points, and to give athletes any food or beverage out of the refreshment points.  
 
15. It is not allowed to follow the competitors along the course. 
 
16. Several points of first aid and assistance will be arranged along the track, to guarantee competitors’ 
safety. The organizers won’t take any public-liability or penal responsibility upon themselves. The 
organizing committee has anyhow subscribed a civil liability insurance for risks deriving from the 
organization of the race. For competitors, insurance characteristics of FIDAL races will be valid. The 
organizing committee is not responsible for thefts or losses occurring in any places related to the race.  



17. For further information please contact A.S. Premana (0039 349 5428869), Gianola Paolo (0039 
0341 890187). www.giirdimont.it - info@giirdimont.it 
 
18. In case of complaints (Art. 146 International Technical Regulation), these should be provided firstly 
to the judge upon arrival, secondly in writing to the jury of appeal, within 30 minutes from the official 
result publication. A deposit of Euro 100,00 is required and it will be refunded only in the case of 
complaint acceptance. 
 


